Turkish vehicle
registration
code
-------------------At the top

Main line
part 1.

...way
(Sinatra song)
---------------------Robert ..., famous
Hungarian war
photographer

Symbol of
litre

Capital
city of Ireland
-------------------Siemens

Object
for a child to
play with

Half of two

Fewer in
number
-------------------Romanian
vehicle registration code

Metre

Italian well
-------------------Sister

Copyright
letter

T.T.G.

...Kong
-------------------Roman
numeral 100

Roentgen

An glyph
-------------------Spool

Russion yes
-------------------Not any

Gram

T
Article used
before words

I
Testing with
two variants
CX keyword 1.
-------------------Mega

Main line
part 2.

In contact
-------------------Suggestion
of choice

Extremely;
very much
-------------------Vitamin

Favorite meal
of squirrels

Main line
part 4.

Myself
-------------------Electronic
version of a
printed book

Nitrogen
-------------------... Pacino,
actor

Derived unit
of electrical
resistance (Ω)
-------------------Stride

Mixture mainly
of oxygen and
nitrogen

Nick

Alcoholic
drink, loved by
Ian:)

Vehicle registration code of
Austria
-------------------The organ of
hearing
Province of
Indonesia
------------------Celebrity

Not closed

And in latin
language
-------------------Radium

Album by
Peter Gabriel
-------------------Ocean

Continue
-------------------Los Angeles

O.P.

Large keyboard musical
instrument
-------------------... Reynolds,
actor

...GB,
an monitor
color code

Jack...,
executive
chairman of
the Alibaba
Group

Musical note
(Do)
-------------------English
Female name

Archaic Yes
-------------------A film by Steven Spielberg

Finest

Austrian
television
channel

... Derek, am.
actress
-------------------Professional

The
second-largest
living bird by
height

Argon
-------------------... chart

Roman
numeral 3

A person who
is admired for
their courage
-------------------N.S.W.

Call to action

Phosphorus
-------------------... Rolling
Stones

Musical note
(MI)

CX keyword 2.
Employee...
-------------------Confirmation
word

Optical organ

State in the
Midwestern
United States

“To be,
or not to ...”

Cancel
the result
River in Italy
------------------Registered
trademark
symbol

... Greco,
painter

Copyright © Norbert Balázs. All Rights Reserved.

Main line
part 5.

..., the Oprah
Magazine

Newton

Net
promoter
score

Roman
numeral 500
-------------------A small round
mark written

Chief

T.F.

Main line
part 3.

Large amount

Oxygen

Consume

Michael
------------------Vehicle registration code of
Poland

Cravat
-------------------Terabyte

s

An Italian
television
channel
Romanian
car brand
-------------------River in
Russia

Jet
-------------------Appear

Type of jump
in figure
skating

Yttrium

CX keyword 4.
... telling
-------------------The pointed
top of a
mountain

Mouth

Lexus...

Operating
system
-------------------Thomas

CX keyword 3.

-------------------Inheritor

An letter

Knights who
say...,
characters
from the film
Monty Python

